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Disclosures

• July 1 2017

• Program Director
  • Matt Eagleton (Fellowship and Integrated Vascular Program)

• Associate Program Directors
  • Sunita Srivastava -Fellowship
  • Rebecca Kelso – Integrated

• Program Coordinator
  • Diane Morelli

• Matt and Sunita left me for MGH in December

• They were the geniuses who figured this out

• Donna Lamb has been a great resource for all the new PDs
Department of Vascular Surgery Education Program

Program Director: Matthew Eagleton, MD
Program Coordinators: Diane Morelli and Nan Siebert (½ time)

0+5 Integrated Residency
(2 Residents/Yr)
Assoc Prog Director: Rebecca Kelso, MD

5+2 Independent Fellowship
(3 Fellows/Year)
Assoc Prog Director: Sunita Srivastava, MD

Other Programs
Inpatient Locations

Cleveland Clinic

Louis Stokes VAMC

Fairview Hospital
a Cleveland Clinic hospital

Marymount Hospital
a Cleveland Clinic hospital

Hillcrest Hospital
a Cleveland Clinic hospital
Main Campus Staff

Sean Lyden            Linda Graham        Sunita Srivastava           Matt Eagleton               Lee Kirksey             David Deaton
Mike Park Rebecca Kelso                    Jean Kang                     Chris Smolock Ezequiel Parodi

Cleveland Clinic
Hillcrest Staff

George Anto  Tony Rizzo  Sotero Peralta
Fairview Staff

Basem Droubi  Dan McLaughlin  Jean Kang  Chris Smolock  Ed Corso
Marymount Staff

Javier Tostado-Alvarez

Alex Rim
2016 Trainees

PGY 1
- Cassandra Beck, MD
- Sean Steenberge, MD

PGY 2
- Keith Glover, MD
- Andrew Smith, MD

PGY 3
- Jarrad Rowse, MD
- Jocelyn Beach, MD

PGY 4
- Lynsey Rangel, MD

PGY 5
- Hazem El-Arousy, MD
- Roy Miller, MD

Aortic Fellows
- Behzad Farivar, MD
- Agenor Dias, MD

PGY 6
- Mohamed Osman, MD
- Abhishek Sundaram, MD
- Ignacio Torrealba, MD

PGY 7
- Naveen Balasundaram, MD
- Daniel Scott, MD
- Eric Shang, MD
Our Program:
Who We Train at Senior Level

- Vascular Surgery Integrated
  - 2 positions per year
  - Currently only 1 PGY 5
- Vascular Surgery Fellowship
  - 3 positions per year
  - Start of 2017 had one fellow still not finishing until Dec 31
- General Surgery PGY 4 (10 positions per year)
  - Half rotate at main campus
  - Half rotate at regional hospital
- Cardiac Surgery PGY 4 (1 position per year)
- PGY 4,5 and Fellows PGY 6/7 all do same rotations
- Aortic Fellowship
Senior Level Rotations

- CCF Main Campus
  - 6 primary services
    - Black, Blue, Red, Green, Gold, Silver
    - Focus Rotation for PGY 5 and 7 (2 months)
- CCF Hillcrest Hospital
  - 1 Service
- CCF Marymount Hospital
  - 1 Service
- CCF Fairview Hospital
  - 1 Service (covered by GS PGY 4)
- Cleveland VAMC we cover 9/12 months of year CWRU covers rest
  - We don’t cover VAMC July/August/Sept
- Cleveland Metro Hospital Level 1 Trauma PGY 4 3 month rotation
Began August 1 2017

- Felt if was going to happen in 2017 or 2018 might as well just do it
- We were fortunate to have extra second year fellow
Main Campus

- Reliance on Advance Practice Providers to run service
- Senior Trainee rounds before OR
- Hands of to APP
- APP rounds with staff and trainee if not scrubbed
- APP hands off to senior trainee and night float call
Regional Rotations at Hillcrest, VAMC and Marymount

• No night call duties during week for senior
• Senior rounds on main campus and takes call on weekends
• Helps maintain duty hour compliance
July 2017

- Main Campus
  - Black CTS PGY 4
  - Blue VS PGY 5
  - Red VS PGY 7
  - Green VS PGY 7
  - Gold VS PGY 4
  - Silver VS Aortic Fellow
  - Focus Rotation VS PGY 7*
  - Cleveland Metro Trauma VS PGY 4
  - VAMC not covered UH covered

- Marymount VS PGY 3
- Hillcrest VS PGY 7
• Don’t forget you will have to adjust in second year as well
July 2018

- Main Campus
  - Black CTS PGY 4
  - Blue VS PGY 5
  - Red VS PGY 7
  - Green VS PGY 7
  - Gold VS PGY 4
  - Silver VS PGY 5
  - Focus Rotation none
  - Cleveland Metro Trauma VS PGY 4
  - VAMC not covered UH covered

- Marymount VS PGY 3
- Hillcrest VS PGY 7
Lessons Learned

• Be flexible
• Work with other specialties who rotate on vascular
• You may have to combine or uncover services

• We have a DO program at CCF and we are trying to figure out what to do